DigiOmmel & Co. has acquired Sony TC-7850, four-channel reel to reel tape recorder to provide our
customers expedited digital transfer service of quarter-inch audio tapes. The 4-track combination
playback head with individual preamplifiers permit simultaneous capture of both ‘sides’ of the tape.
Speeding up the process
Whenever large collections of quarter-inch tapes are to be digitized, the manual handling of tape reels
may become cost-prohibitive. This is why we have developed a technique speed up the transfer process
considerably.
Our concept involves a high-quality 4-channel reel-to-reel tape deck, connected to a professionalgrade (24-bit) multi-channel sound board. With this setup, the four signal tracks of the tape can be
digitized in a single replay run.

Figure 1. DOC’s high-speed reel-to-reel audio tape capture, transfer and post-processing workflow.

The two reverse tracks will obviously be captured ‘backwards’, and need to be reversed in a computer.
Reversing is just a simple reordering of the audio data samples, and does not compromise the audio
signal quality.

Double-Capstan tape transport
The TC-7850 tape recorder has a sturdy 3-motor mechanism, consisting of an FG-controlled capstan
servo motor with separate supply and take-up reel motors, also controlled by an FG servo-loop for
optimum tape tension. Tape transport system employs a double capstan configuration to ensure
constant tape speed with minimal amount of wow & flutter (less than 0.10 % (weighted rms).

Figure 2. Sony TC-7850 double-capstan mechanism provides a stable tape speed, and low
wow&flutter value of below 0.1% (WRMS).

Tape speed conversion by digital resampling
With recordings made at 3 ¾ ips (9.5 cm/s), an additional X2 transfer speed can be achieved by playing
such tapes at double speed (7 ½ ips). Double speed reduces the playback time by yet another 50
percent, effectively quadrupling the process speed. Moreover, with limited-quality speech recordings,
even a 15 ips (38 cm/s) speed transfer can be used, increasing the transfer speed to X4.
High-speed audio captures obviously need to be converted to the original tape speed before audio
signal post-processing and archival can take place. We tested the available range of editing software in
terms of processing time and quality of their sample rate converter tools. For the test, a computergenerated 24-bit/48kHz signal file was resampled to reduce the playback speed by 50 percent.

Figure 3. A multi-tone audio signal spectrum used in the speed reduction tests. Two
clusters of medium and high sine wave frequencies simulate harmonic structure of a natural sound signal.

The test file contains two sets of 5-tone sine wave signal clusters at 10-dBFS level. Ideally, the resulting
spectra of ‘half-speed’ converted audio signals should contain only the frequencies reduced to 50
percent of the originals.

Figure 4. The SRC performance of two editing software compared. Both are
sufficiently fast but generate some low-level spurious noise or overtones.
Software #1(blue)also develops a considerable amplitude error.

However, the speed conversion tools of various editing software perform quite differently. Some
process the signal at almost perfect purity but are hopelessly slow for our time-saving concept. Other
converter algorithms may be very fast but create spurious noise or significant amplitude errors. After
the conversion tests, we decided to use a software that is very fast and provides audibly transparent
signal quality.
Enhancing the replay signal
Besides time-saving, a high-speed replay offers an increased tape-to-head S/N ratio. Since most
playback heads are inductive sensors, doubling the tape speed also doubles the head coil output
voltage.
In order to get the best possible audio signals from the tapes, we modified the playback head
preamplifier of the TC-7850. The original preamp circuit is built with medium-grade JFET transistors
from the 1970s. We replaced the input JFETs with modern high-gain, low-noise devices.
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